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Prime Collection
by

We are obsessed with finding the finest natural materials and turning them into
beautiful and sustainable, yet functional furniture
For your home, office, restaurant or hotel

Kanttari creates an
unmistakable style, which
becomes more recognizable
all over the world as a fresh
aesthetic. With this strong
brand DNA, Kanttari constantly
launches new products and
collections, which will allways
be an evolution of innovative,
beautiful, and high-quality
design, respecting the heritage
of handwork.

Craftsmanship at Kanttari is
a deeply embedded cultural
point of pride. Craftsmanship
traditions, heritage techniques,
hard-earned skills are among
most important quality
secrets of luxury furniture.
Our workshop incorporates
the finest traditions of
handcraftsmanship with
a number of advanced
woodworking technologies.

It’s this unique integration
of technology and tradition,
combined with a relentless
attention to detail, and a
superior design that are ahead
of everything else to create
a unique tailored furniture.
Naturally, there are no limits in
materials, technique, scale or
style.

4-5

E N T E R TA I N M E N T U N I T S &
T V S TA N DS

8-9

Entertainment Units &
TV Stands

SIZE / cm

W110×D30×H50
W120×D30×H50
W130×D30×H50
W140×D30×H50
W110×D40×H50
W120×D40×H50
W130×D40×H50
W140×D40×H50
FEATURES

Materials: ash veneer
Legs: birch/oak and
copper

Finish: body stained and
varnished, satin or other
types of metal finish
Two drawers with soft
closing mechanism
Made to order

10-11

TV table Terra double
This mid-century media unit brightens up the living
room with hits of contrasting black and copper.
This modern TV stand is a wonderful combination
of form and function: wood veneer and modern
design balance the bright satin drawer fronts. The
handcrafted construction has a matte black finish
that reveals wood texture, solid wood legs with
copper rings detailed with solid copper handles. The
media unit features two drawers with a soft closing
mechanism to enhance the fabulous minimal look
and feel. Media unit Terra makes a bold statement in
any tech-friendly media room!

Entertainment Units &
TV Stands

TV table META
Add this TV stand to your home
or office for stylish organization!
Natural wooden drawer matched
with same legs supports the black
powder-coated 4mm thick steel
frame. Designed with a modern midcentury appeal, this TV table would fit
perfectly as a decorative piece in any
room.

SIZE / cm

W100×D30×H50
W120×D30×H50
W140×D30×H50
W100×D40×H50
W120×D40×H50
W140×D40×H50

FEATURES

Materials:
Solid wood/
powder-coated
steel
Finish: Oiled

Weight: 35kg

Made to order

12-13

Entertainment Units &
TV Stands

SIZE / cm

W100×D30×H50
W110×D30×H50
W120×D30×H50
W130×D30×H50
FEATURES

Materials: Ash
veneer/solid wood
Legs: solid birch
and copper
Finish: stained
and varnished

Made to order

14-15

TV table Katla
Simplicity meets style in modern TV
unit KATLA. This retro modern media
unit with its slim legs and clean lines
combines a stylish look. Any minimalist
or modernist is sure to fall in love with
this contemporary stand.
The handcrafted wood/ash veneer
construction is seated on solid wood
legs with copper rings. The finish reveals
wood texture and it is wonderfully
smooth to the touch and looks fantastic.
The media unit features an open
compartment for all of your media
needs.

R E A L WOOD

Kanttari furniture is made from trees that are harvested
suistainably with respect for the forest environment

Entertainment Units &
TV Stands

SIZE / cm

W100×D30×H50
W120×D30×H50
W140×D30×H50
W100×D40×H50
W120×D40×H50
W140×D40×H50
W160×D40×H50
STYLE

1-2 drawers
LEGS

walnut

walnut with cooper
rings

18-19

TV table Terra
Fuoco
Activate the charismatic style
of mid-century modern with
the TV Stand Terra Fuoco.
Featuring a linear silhouette
with rounded corners, Terra
Fuoco comes with one storage
drawer, an open media
storage compartment for all
your entertainment needs
and durable construction for
reliable support. Available
in walnut grain veneer with
copper drawer front, it’s sure
to be a fun and functional
addition to your living room
for years to come.

Entertainment Units &
TV Stands

Entertainment unit
Terra Walnut Plus

SIZE / cm

This mid-century inspired entertainment unit features tree open shelves
in the middle for your media units. It comes with two shelves behind
copper doors for more storage space. This TV stand is the perfect
alternative for supporting your TV, whilst encasing all your favorite
books, gaming consoles, remote controls and other necessities, all the
while standing on stylish legs. This mid-century inspired entertainment
unit features tree open shelves in the middle for your media units. It
comes with two shelves behind copper doors for more storage space.
This TV stand is the perfect alternative for supporting your TV, whilst
encasing all your favorite books, gaming consoles, remote controls and
other necessities, all the while standing on stylish legs.

W100×D40×H65

W100×D30×H65
W120×D30×H65
W140×D30×H65
W140×D40×H65

FEATURES

Materials: Solid wood,
walnut veneer,
solid copper

Finish: body stained and
varnished
Color: walnut+copper

Light assembly required
Made to order

20-21

Entertainment Units &
TV Stands

SIZE / cm

W100×D30×H65
W120×D30×H65
W140×D30×H65
W100×D40×H65
W120×D40×H65
W140×D40×H65
FEATURES

Materials: Solid
wood, Ash veneer
or walnut veneer,
solid copper

Finish: body stained
and varnished
Color optional:
black+copper,
walnut+copper
Light assembly
required
Made to order

22-23

Entertainment
unit Terra Plus
This mid-century inspired
entertainment unit features tree
open shelves in the middle for
your media units. It comes with
two shelves behind copper doors
for more storage space. This TV
stand is the perfect alternative
for supporting your TV, whilst
encasing all your favorite books,
gaming consoles, remote controls
and other necessities, all the while
standing on stylish legs.

Entertainment Units &
TV Stands

TV Lowboard Dover Plus
This contemporary and stylish TV Lowboard Dover Plus is an ideal
option for living room furniture. Featuring a large stand top and
an open shelve in the middle, it provides more space for your
entertainment media units. It comes with three spacious drawers
with copper or brass accented handles and brass or copper drawer
fronts for more storage space. The Dover Plus TV stand is the perfect
alternative for supporting your TV, whilst encasing all your favorite
books, gaming consoles, remote controls and other necessities, all
the while standing on solid copper or brass legs.

SIZE / cm

W100×D30×H45
W120×D30×H45
W140×D30×H45
W100×D40×H45
W120×D40×H45
W140×D40×H45
STYLE

black+copper
brown+brass

FEATURES

Materials:
Solid wood, Ash veneer,
solid copper or brass

Finish: body stained and
varnished
Three soft close drawers
with optional copper or
brass fronts

One open compartment/
shelve for storage or
display
Assembly: No

Made to order

24-25

Entertainment Units &
TV Stands

SIZE / cm

W100×D30×H50
W110×D30×H50
W120×D30×H50
W130×D30×H50
STYLE

black+copper
brown+brass

FEATURES

TV Lowboard
Dover

Finish:
body stained and
varnished

This contemporary and stylish
TV Lowboard Dover is an ideal
option for living room furniture.
Featuring a large stand top and
an open shelve in the middle,
it provides more space for your
entertainment media units.
It comes with three spacious
drawers with copper or brass
accented handles for more
storage space. The Dover TV
stand is the perfect alternative
for supporting your TV, whilst
encasing all your favorite books,
gaming consoles, remote controls
and other necessities, all the while
standing on solid copper or brass
legs.

Materials:
Solid wood,
Ash veneer,
solid copper or brass

Three soft close
drawers with optional
copper or brass pulls
One open
compartment/shelve
for storage or display
Assembly: No

Made to order

26-27

Entertainment Units &
TV Stands

TV table Hengill double
Fashionable simplicity meets style in modern TV unit Hengill. This
mid century media unit with its slim legs and clean lines combines a
stylish look with perfect media storage. Any minimalist or modernist
is sure to fall in love with this contemporary stand.
The handcrafted wood construction is seated on solid wood legs with
copper rings. The finish reveals wood texture and it is wonderfully
smooth to the touch and looks fantastic. The media unit features an
open compartment for all of your media needs and two drawers with
soft close mechanism detailed with solid copper handle to enhance
the fabulous minimal look and feel.

SIZE / cm

MATERIAL

W120×D30×H50

ash veneer

W100×D30×H50
W140×D30×H50
W110×D40×H50
W120×D40×H50
W140×D40×H50

reclaimed wood
solid wood

FEATURES

Legs:
solid birch and
copper

Soft close drawer
glide
Finish:
stained and
varnished

Made to order

28-29

Entertainment Units &
TV Stands

SIZE / cm

W110×D30×H50
W120×D30×H50
W130×D30×H50
W110×D40×H50
W120×D40×H50
W130×D40×H50
FEATURES

Materials:
walnut veneer

Legs: solid walnut
and copper

Finish: matt varnish,
copper satin
Two drawers
with soft closing
mechanism
Made to order

30-31

TV table
Terra walnut
This mid-century media unit is a
wonderful addition to a contemporary
interior. Our exclusive design is
a wonderful mixture of function
and style. The handcrafted walnut
construction is seated on solid wood
legs with copper rings detailed with
solid copper handles. The finish reveals
wood texture and it is wonderfully
smooth to the touch and looks
fantastic.
The media unit features two polished
copper drawers with a soft closing
mechanism to enhance the fabulous
minimal look and feel.

Entertainment Units &
TV Stands

TV table RED
Our TV unit captures the handsome functionality of a
vintage furniture and transforms it to a modern media
unit. With gentle red finish and stylish pulls, this TV
table certainly fits a modern interior and provides a
long life durability. This versatile item features three
drawers for perfect storage. Each table is beautifully
crafted by hand, making a one-of-a-kind piece. Perfect
for shared family spaces, workspace, media room or
home office.

SIZE / cm

W100×W30×H50
FEATURES

Materials: Ash
veneer

Legs: solid oak

Finish:
body stained and
varnished
Made to order

32-33

Entertainment Units &
TV Stands

SIZE / cm

W100×D30×H50
W110×D30×H50
W120×D30×H50
FEATURES

Materials:
ash veneer

Legs:
birch/oak and
copper

Finish:
body stained and
varnished, satin or
other type of metal
finish
One drawer
with soft closing
mechanism
Made to order

34-35

TV table
Terra single
This mid-century media unit brightens up the living
room with hits of contrasting black and copper. This
modern TV stand is a wonderful combination of
form and function: solid wood and modern design
balance the bright polished drawer front. The
handcrafted construction has a matte black finish
that reveals wood texture, solid wood legs with
copper rings detailed with solid copper handle. The
media unit features one drawer with a soft closing
mechanism to enhance the fabulous minimal look
and feel.
Media unit Terra makes a bold statement in any techfriendly media room!

Entertainment Units &
TV Stands

TV table Terra High Gloss
This mid-century media storage unit in High Gloss
finish is modern, fashionable, and incorporate solidity
and functionality in everyday use. This modern TV
stand is a wonderful addition to a contemporary
interior, and it is designed for people appreciating
innovation ideas. The handcrafted construction has
a super glossy finish, solid wood legs with copper
rings detailed with solid copper handles. The media
unit features two polished copper drawers with a soft
closing mechanism to enhance the fabulous minimal
look and feel.

SIZE / cm

DRAWERS

W110×D30×H50

2

W100×D30×H50
W120×D30×H50
W130×D30×H50

1

FEATURES

Materials:
ash veneer/MDF
Legs:
birch/oak and
copper
Finish:
high gloss

Two drawers
with soft closing
mechanism
Made to order

36-37

SI DE BOA R DS

38-39

Sideboards

Sideboard Soleil
Made from ash veneer with steel legs, copper, bronze
and brass drawers. The finish is stained and varnished,
and it is wonderfully smooth to the touch and looks
fantastic. Sideboard Soleil is beautifully crafted and
designed with you in mind. It features 6 soft close
drawers with metal decors. You will enjoy all the space
that our sideboard has to offer, but what you will enjoy
the most is the modern style. If you looking for an
amazing piece to add to your home, this is it.

SIZE / cm

W100×D30×H50
W120×D30×H50
W140×D30×H50
W110×D40×H50
W120×D40×H50
W140×D40×H50

FEATURES

Dimensions:
W100cm x D30cm x
H92cm

Materials: Ash
veneer/ Legs (steel),
copper, bronze and
brass drawers
6 Soft close drawer
glides. Copper,
bronze and brass
drawers.

Finish: body stained
and varnished
Made to order

40-41

Sideboards

SIZE / cm

W100×D30×H92
W120×D30×H92
W140×D30×H92
W100×D40×H92
W120×D40×H92
W140×D40×H92
FEATURES

Materials: wood, marble,
copper or brass
Metal powder coated
legs

5 push to open drawers
Drawer fronts optional:
brass or copper
Open compartment/
shelf for storage or
display

Assembly Required: No
Made to order

42-43

Cupboard
Solano Marble
The Sideboard Solano Marble
is a modern cabinet, perfect for
organizing and storing essentials
for your next dinner party. Its
features include five drawers for
storing silverware and flatware,
and an open compartment/shelf
for display or storage. Featuring
an exclusive marble top, rich
black matte finish and hand
brushed brass or copper drawer
fronts, this contemporary piece is
a lovely addition to any home.

Sideboards

Vinyl Stereo Accent Cabinet
Nirvana
Add luxury to your house with this beautiful Vinyl Stereo Accent
Cabinet Nirvana. The Nirvana is a high quality furniture design,
offering a fusion of style and functionality. This cabinet features a
large open space for your electronic components, a shelf behind
premium glass door that allow full use of remote controls and two
high shelves on sides to perfectly organize your favorites record
collection. Detailed features include extended back panels that offer
ample ventilation and cable management, precision quality hinges,
and quality copper door handles. This accent cabinet is constructed
from solid walnut with copper accents and is sturdy and durable.

SIZE / cm

MATERIAL

W120×D40×H70

solid mahogany
sapele

W100×D40×H70
W140×D40×H70

solid walnut

walnut veneer

mahogany veneer
ash veneer

FEATURES

1×open space
for electronic
components

2×open spaces for
vinyl records
1×Shelf behind
glass doors
for electronic
components

Easy wire
management and
optimal air flow
Made to order

44-45

Sideboards

SIZE / cm

W100×D30×H70
W120×D30×H70
W140×D30×H70
W160×D30×H70
W100×D40×H70
W120×D40×H70
W140×D40×H70
W160×D40×H70
W180×D40×H70
FEATURES

Materials:
MDF, solid wood

Finish: varnished

Color: yellow and
blue, but any RAL color
possible
3 soft close drawers

2 doors with 2 spacious
shelves
Assembly: NO
Made to order

46-47

Sideboard
Summer
Add a dash of color with this
modern design. Inspired by
mid-century design, this Summer
Credenza is full of contemporary
charm. Featuring 3 drawers
ready to store and organize your
things and 2 doors easily glide
open to reveal a big shelve. This
versatile piece of furniture works
great in dining rooms, living
rooms and any place that needs
a stylish storage solution.

Sideboards

Sideboard Hundertwasser
100 H2O
The “100 H20” Sideboard was inspired by the famous architect Hundertwasser, the
opponent of “a straight line”. The title “100 H20” is after Hundertwasser (hundred
water- from German). The “100 H20” Sideboard has plenty of details that reveal the
craftsmanship involved in its production. The visible, expertly crafted details are a
pleasure to behold, day after day. The drawers are asymmetric in a range of metal
varieties, such as copper, brass and bronze, featured with different shaped handles.
Spider style legs add surreal feeling. The drawers slide effortlessly and close softly.
With aim of delivering exceptional modern and contemporary furniture design, this
sideboard is a very unique product.

SIZE / cm

MATERIAL

W120×D40×H70

Ash veneer

W100×D40×H70
W140×D40×H70

Solid wood
solid copper

bronze and brass

FEATURES

Four Soft close
drawer glides.
Copper, bronze and
brass drawers
One Soft close door
Reversible legs

Finish:
body stained and
varnished
Made to order

48-49

Sideboards

SIZE / cm

W100×D30×H90
W120×D30×H90
W140×D30×H90
STYLE

Brown
Black

Black+copper drawer
FEATURES

Materials:
wood veneer, solid
wood, solid copper
3 Soft close drawer
glides
Shelves: 1

Assembly: NO
Made to order

52-53

Hallway console
Apriori
Available in a curated selection
of fashionable finishes, this
elegant console table is crafted
of solid wood, supported by
elegant legs. A wide lower
shelf is ideal for displaying
a row of your favorite reads,
while 3 drawers with eyecatching copper pulls offer
convenient storage for small
items. Rounding out the design,
the expansive top surface has
enough space to display potted
plants, framed photos, and a
stylish lamp.

Sideboards

Sideboard Morton
Inspired by Mid-century styling, the
elegant Morton sideboard boasts simple
and delicate detailing. Made from solid
wood and contrasting copper handles,
finished with special veneer to give this
piece a really smooth, modern finish.
This sideboard has plenty of storage with
a choice of shelves behind 2 doors and
six drawer space to suit your belongings.
This sideboard is a highly versatile piece
of furniture, as well as the living room
this is a great storage solution for the
hallway or dining room.

SIZE / cm

W100×D40×H92
W120×D40×H92
W140×D40×H92
FEATURES

Materials:
wood veneer, solid
wood, solid copper
6 Soft close drawer
glides
Shelves: 2
Doors: 2

Light Assembly
Required
Made to order

54-55

Sideboards

SIZE / cm

W100×D30×H92
W120×D30×H92
W140×D30×H92
W100×D40×H92
W120×D40×H92
W140×D40×H92
COLOR
black

white
grey

walnut veneer

FEATURES

Materials:
Ash veneer, solid oak
or birch Legs, solid
copper
Finish:
body stained and
varnished

Soft close doors with
optional fronts: brass
or copper
Two shelves behind
doors

Four open
compartment/shelf for
storage or display
Light Assembly
Required
Made to order

56-57

Cupboard Terra
Display and store your dishes, cookware,
accessories and collectibles inside this wood
buffet table. Featuring spacious, four open
shelvings and two shelving behind doors with
copper fronts, this multi-purpose piece is the
perfect fit for any room in your home, whether it
be for entertaining, dining or decorative purposes.
The simple, classic design with beautiful,
mid-century inspired legs creates a flawless
combination of presentation and functionality.

Sideboards

Sideboard Solano
The Sideboard Solano is a modern cabinet, perfect for
organizing and storing essentials for your next dinner
party. Its features include five drawers for storing
silverware and flatware, and an open compartment/
shelf for display or storage. Featuring a rich black matte
finish and hand brushed copper or brass drawer fronts,
this contemporary piece is a lovely addition to any
home.

SIZE / cm

W100×D30×H92

FEATURES

W120×D30×H92

Materials:
wood, copper or brass

W100×D40×H92

5 push to open drawers

W140×D30×H92

Powder coated metal legs

W120×D40×H92

Drawer fronts optional:
brass or copper

W140×D40×H92
DRAWER STYLE
Copper
Brass

Open compartment/shelf
for storage or display
Assembly Required: No
Made to order

58-59

Sideboards

SIZE / cm

W100×D40×H92
W120×D40×H92
W140×D40×H70
FEATURES

Materials:
solid walnut, walnut
veneer, solid
copper
Drawers with
copper fronts: 4
Shelves: 2
Doors: 2

Made to order

60-61

Walnut Buffet
Marbot Copper
edition
Drawing inspiration from mid-century
modern design, the Marbot Buffet is
a stylish addition to your dining room
or bedroom. Made from rich walnut,
this buffet table is clean and simple. It
features soft-close mechanisms on the
two doors and four storage drawers for
quiet and sure closure and provides
ample storage space. This stylish
piece is perfectly accentuated by solid
copper hardware and copper drawer
fronts. A timeless piece that works with
retro or contemporary decor.

Sideboards

Walnut Buffet Marbot
Drawing inspiration from mid-century modern design, the Marbot
Buffet is a stylish addition to your dining room or bedroom. Made
from rich walnut, this buffet table is clean and simple. It features
soft-close mechanisms on the two doors and four storage drawers
for quiet and sure closure and provides ample storage space. This
stylish piece is perfectly accentuated by solid copper hardware. A
timeless piece that works with retro or contemporary decor.

SIZE / cm

W100×D40×H92
W120×D40×H92
W140×D40×H92

FEATURES

Materials:
solid walnut, walnut
veneer, solid copper
Drawers: 4
Shelves: 2
Doors: 2

Made to order

62-63

Sideboards

SIZE / cm

W100×D40×H92
W120×D40×H92
W140×D40×H92
COLOR
black

white
grey

natural brown wood
FEATURES

Materials: Ash veneer,
solid oak or birch
Legs, solid copper
12 Soft close drawer
glides. Copper
drawers.
Finish: body stained
and varnished
Made to order

Carefully packaged,
assemble with a
regular screwdriver
(to attach the legs)

64-65

Chest of drawers
Terra
Perfectly balanced and mid-century
inspired, this 12-drawer dresser
brings a modern touch to your
master suite, guest room or living
room. Four petite top drawers offer
the perfect storage for accents
and small keepsakes, while other
large drawers hold all your other
essentials. The full-extension
drawers are featured with hand
brushed copper fronts and soft
close glides, and this chest’s frame
is crafted from manufactured wood
with wood veneers.
This chest of drawers will bring an
effortlessly chic look to your space!

Sideboards

Sideboard Morton
Inspired by Mid-century styling, the
elegant Morton sideboard boasts simple
and delicate detailing. Made from solid
wood and contrasting copper handles,
finished with special veneer to give this
piece a really smooth, modern finish.
This sideboard has plenty of storage with
a choice of shelves behind 2 doors and
six drawer space to suit your belongings.
This sideboard is a highly versatile piece
of furniture, as well as the living room
this is a great storage solution for the
hallway or dining room.

SIZE / cm

W100×D40×H92
W120×D40×H92
W140×D40×H92
FEATURES

Materials:
wood veneer, solid
wood, solid copper
6 Soft close drawer
glides
Shelves: 2
Doors: 2

Light Assembly
Required
Made to order

66-67

Sideboards

SIZE / cm

W100×D40×H110
W120×D40×H110
W140×D40×H110
W160×D40×H110
W180×D40×H110
FEATURES

Dimensions:
Starting from W100 x
D40 x H110 cm

Materials:
oak veneer, plywood,
solid satin brass,
400-500 brass screws
Finish:
body stained and
varnished
Made to order

68-69

Sideboard HELG
Extravagant and fabulous, the sideboard is
a stylish addition to the room. The solid oak
sideboard has a unique look due to its brass
covered back which gives this furniture an extra
role in the room- it can be used to split the room
into two zones. With six storage drawers and
two shelves behind doors for optimum space,
this unique furniture piece rests on top of four
solid brass legs and is supplemented with eight
different solid brass handles. Combining luxury
design with brilliant craftsmanship, this is a
timeless furniture creation.

SI D E TA B LE S

70-71

Side tables

SIZE / cm

W30×D30×H41
W35×D35×H41
W40×D40×H41
FEATURES

Material:
Solid oak or ash wood
(natural wood is likely
to have variations in
color & pattern)

Optional:
Solid brass or copper
base, or copper+brass
base
Finish:
natural satin oiled
Assembly: No

Made to order

72-73

Cube End Table
The Cube End Table brings nature into your
home. It is made from massive oak or ash wood
and finished with natural oil. While the swirls
and curls of his grain will turn heads, it’s his
brushed brass and copper base that makes him
irresistible. Each cube will be unique based
on the wood grain. It can be used as an accent
stool, side table, display unit or anything else.

Side tables

Side table Bo

FEATURES

This handcrafted wood stump exhibits its
unique rustic character and it is a perfect
side table for any contemporary living
space. Use it to hold a glass of wine
as you snuggle up by the fire or place
candles on it to create a cozy ambience!
Group a pair of them in different heights
for a modern coffee table look or use
them separately as bedside tables.

Materials:
Ash/Oak/Pine
stump, copper/
brass, rivets and
screws

Dimensions:
Diameter 25–35cm

Finish: Oiled

Made to order

Made from reclaimed wood, copper
plate and 140 copper rivets, each stump
table is one of a kind, no two tables are
alike.

74-75

Side tables

SIZE / cm

W40×D30×H50
W40×D40×H50
W50×D30×H50
W50×D40×H50
FEATURES

Materials:
Solid Ash, brass

Finish:
stained and matt
varnished
One soft close
drawer

Assembly: NO
Made to order

78-79

Bedside table
Beta
Slender, boxy, and full of
charm, this side table fits in
any bedroom you need a little
extra storage. Handmade from
graceful ash, with its brushed
drawer front and elegant brass
leg, this vibrant nightstand is
built to last. The vacant space
is perfect for keys, books or
your charging phone, while the
sliding drawer will keep your
other items secure.

Side tables

Bedside table Solo
This contemporary style chest features simple lines that will
blend right into any decor. Featuring two soft close drawers, a
solid wood frame, this piece is a natural fit in your bedroom or
anywhere in your home. The elegant copper leg paired with solid
copper knobs creates an intriguing sense of warmth.

SIZE / cm

W40×D30×H50
W40×D40×H50
W50×D30×H50
W50×D40×H50

FEATURES

Materials:
Solid Ash/Oak, ash veneer,
copper or brass
Finish:
stained and matt
varnished
Assembly: NO
Made to order

80-81

Side tables

SIZE / cm

W40×D30×H50
STYLE
white
black

white+copper
black+copper
FEATURES

Materials:
Ash/Oak veneer,
Solid wood/Legs
(birch/oak and
copper)
Finish:
stained and matt
varnished
Made to order

82-83

Bedside table
Frontera
This mid-century bedside
table gently fits the bedroom
atmosphere by contrasting
black and copper. This modern
side table is a wonderful
combination of solid pine or
ash wood and solid copper. The
handcrafted construction has a
matte black finish that reveals
wood texture, solid wood legs
with copper rings detailed
with solid copper handle. The
bedside table features one
drawer with a soft closing
mechanism to enhance the
fabulous minimal look and feel.
It is finished with 2 coats of hand
rubbed citrus oil & beeswax and
it is wonderfully smooth to the
touch and looks fantastic. This
solid wood bedside table will
make a great addition to your
modern home.

Side tables

Cube side table Bo
Luxe looks and a streamlined frame make this chic coffee table a
living room must-have. The perfect place to rest a drink or display
decor, it showcases a contemporary clean-lined brass or copper
frame with an elegant top. It is crafted from solid wood, solid
copper or solid brass and offers optional choice of top material,
such as solid wood or marble, and choice of metal finish, such as
polished like mirror or satin brushed. Structured with perfection
and innovation, this coffee table is surely an ideal choice for all
contemporary homes.

SIZE / cm

W30×D30×H45

STYLE

Copper satin brushed
Brass satin brushed

Copper crosswise brushed
Brass crosswise brushed
Copper polished
Brass polished

FEATURES

Material:
wood, solid copper
or brass, marble Nero
Marquina

Finish:
polished or brushed metal
Assembly: No

Made to order

84-85

Side tables

SIZE / cm

W23×D23×H50
W30×D30×H50
FEATURES

Materials:
reclaimed ash/oak/
birch/pine wood,
solid steel hairpin
legs
Finish: Oiled

Weight: 8 kg

Made to order

86-87

Side table
MOM
This side table is a perfect spot
to perch your morning coffee
on beside the couch, and an
even better spot for a friend to
sit on when you end up with
a few more guests than seats!
With solid steel hairpin legs, this
unique side table is made from a
reclaimed wood and it is finished
Danish oil & beeswax and it is
wonderfully smooth to the touch
and looks fantastic. Keep in mind
that trees are different in shape
and grain… so each table has
their own unique look. Bring
outdoor charm into your home!

D I N I N G TA B LE S

88-89

Dining tables

THE BUG table
Whether you’re updating the dining room or crafting a cozy work
space, this modern table is sure to finish the look. This design
offers a casual air to any space and effortlessly complements
modern and industrial ensembles. Table top is made from a high
quality oak, legs from powder coated steel. You can easily change
the leg position and the table will be equally stable. The natural
oiled finish of the table blends with most room decors. Unique
marks in wood look stylish.

SIZE / cm

W150×D90×H75

COLOR
White
Black
Grey
Red

Pink

Yellow

FEATURES

Materials:
Reclaimed oak,
powder coated legs
Finish: stained and
varnished
Made to order

Green
Blue

Brown

90-91

Dining tables

SIZE / cm

L90×W60×H45
L90×W60×H75
STYLE

Coffe table

Dining table
FEATURES

Materials:
oak, copper, brass

Finish: stained and
oiled
Made to order

92-93

Live edge table
This table adds a neutral accent to
any interior decor. The table can be
used as a Coffee Table or dining table
with higher legs. This unique and bold
table has a free-form surface with
contemporary style, finished by copper
or brass hairpin legs for a touch of
industrial modernism.

Dining tables

Grand dining table
Gather together richly rewarding
experiences with the bold and daring
Grand dining table. Made with an
oak top and a tightly designed metal
base, Grand is a distinguished piece
that conveys a fierce sense of modern
determinism.

SIZE / cm

W90×D90×H75

W100×D100×H75
W110×D110×H75
FEATURES
Material:
Oak, steel

Color:
Natural wood, white
Finish: oil &
beeswax. powder
coated legs
Made to order

94-95

Dining tables

SIZE / cm

W90×D90×H75

W100×D100×H75
W110×D110×H75
W120×D120×H75
COLOR
Black

White
Red

Yellow
Pink

Blue

Green

Orange
Grey

Brown

96-97

Dining table Molla
Full of character, charm and functionality, round
table Molla provide a perfect focal point for the
living room, while adding a visual boost to any
space. Simple, classic lines showcase the gorgeous
curves and swirls in the wood.
The top is 41mm thick and covered with a special
finish to bring out the character of the wood grain.
To complete the look, we add handmade metal
hairpin legs which can be powder coated in a
variety of colours to suit your tastes or decor.
Each table top has been sanded back to a smooth
finish (while retaining the individual character that
results in no two coffee tables being alike) and is
key to providing your home with a one-of-a-kind
piece of furniture. Due to the unique nature of the
product, your coffee table may slightly differ from
that shown in the photos.

Dining tables

Hairpin legs
One of Henry P.Glass` impressive war-time invention is
Hairpin Leg; the name “Hairpin” because of the shape
of the steel wire legs. Their design limits the amount
of material needed while keeping the strength of
traditional legs. A true form meets function story!
Countless furniture pieces of all kinds were put on
hairpin legs after 1942.
These hairpin legs are great for making furniture out
of unique objects. Goes great on your own project.
Comes in a set of 4.

SIZE / cm

COLOR

FEATURES

H71

Black

Handmade

H41
H86

White
Red

Yellow

Finish: plated copper
Made to order

SIZE / cm

COLOR

H71

Black

Materials:
powder coated metal

Yellow

Made to order

H41
H86
H41

White
Red

FEATURES

Handmade

98-99

COFFE E TA B LE S

100-101

Coffee tables

SIZE / cm

W160×D60×H45
W180×D70×H45

W250×D100×H75
STYLE

Coffe table

Dining table
FEATURES

Materials:
Reclaimed oak, metal
Finish: epoxy resin

Variations: coffee table
or dining table
Made to order

102-103

Coffee table
Amazon
With red painted inlays in wood,
this table with red metal legs
is unique and bold. It can be
made as a coffee table or dining
table. Each piece is carefully
hand-selected to ensure great
looking tops with attention
paid to variation and the final
appearance of each individual
piece. A modern piece of art
which is a brave addition to
contemporary interior design.

Coffee tables

Coffee table Beetle
This luxury coffee table combines rich
chunky wood with bright copper legs.
The oiled finish is wonderfully smooth
to the touch and looks fantastic. A
copper inlay is carefully embedded in
an old oak.This table fits in a modern or
creative urban interior and reminds its
user that when nature is interacting with
technology, it results in an individual
design approach.

SIZE / cm

W90×D90×H45

W100×D100×H45
W110×D110×H45
FEATURES

Material: oak, solid
copper
Finish: stained and
oiled
Made to order

Light assembly
required

104-105

Coffee tables

SIZE / cm

W70×D50×H50
FEATURES

Materials: Solid Ash
Handmade

Finish:
stained and oiled
Made to order

Light assembly
required

106-107

Coffee table MONA
With elegantly flexured legs, this beautifully
crafted coffee table has a graceful silhouette
with a chic slatted design for effortless casual
style. Finished using an exclusive technique
that results in exceptional depth of color,
then sealed with a protective lacquer. Top
and legs are expertly crafted of solid ash.
The vintage look is perfectly balanced and
matched with incredible durability.

Coffee tables

Coffee table Organ
This luxury coffee table Organ combines rich wood with bright
copper legs. The oiled finish is wonderfully smooth to the touch
and looks fantastic. A copper inlay is carefully embedded in an
old wood.This table fits in a modern or creative urban interior and
reminds its user that when nature is interacting with technology, it
results in an individual design approach.

SIZE / cm

W90×D90×H45

FEATURES

Material:
old wood (oak or ash),
solid copper, plated
copper

Finish: stained and oiled
Made to order

Light assembly required

108-109

Coffee tables

SIZE / cm

W146×D65×H45

Request custom size
FEATURES

Materials: oak/ Legs solid satin brass
Finish: stained and
oiled

Weight around 50kg
Made to order

Light assembly
required

110-111

Live edge coffee
table ANTRA
With modern brass legs and brass
injection in wood, this unique piece
of artwork is almost invaluable! The
oiled finish is wonderfully smooth to
the touch and looks fantastic. Brass can
be replaced with any other metal, even
wood tone can be changed. Let`s make
your table unique and special!

FLOOR L A M PS

112-113

Floor lamps

Floor Lamp
MARBLE

SIZE / cm

This floor lamp will update your home
with its modern and eye-catching
design. Featuring green marble, solid
brass and a metallic green steel shade,
this fixture will accommodate a variety of
decor styles. Each lamp is handcrafted
from quality materials to provide the
best lighting options to meet all your
needs.

Material:
solid wood, solid
brass, green
marble, steel

W50×D50×H170
FEATURES

Finish: danish oil,
bees wax
Weight: 20kg +
plus packaging

The lamp comes
with on/off clicker
and 250cm
wire(black)! Light
bulb not included.
Light bulb:
E26 for North
America, E27 for
Europe

Assembly:
assembly required

114-115

Floor lamps

SIZE / cm

W64×D64×H168
FEATURES

Material: solid wood,
solid copper, copper
leaf, steel
Weight: 10kg + plus
packaging

The lamp comes with
on/off clicker and
250cm wire(black)!
Light bulb not
included.
Light bulb: E26 for
North America, E27
for Europe

Assembly: assembly
required

116-117

Floor Lamp Sombre
The unmistakably modern duo of black
and copper makes an understated
appearance in any interior. Floor
Lamp Sombre is a luxurious décor and
combines best elements of modern
and mid-century styles together in one
piece.
The tripod lamp shade includes steel
with copper leafs and casing to shield
an E26 or E27 Bulb, while sturdy thick
solid wood legs with solid copper hold
lamp up and display it beautifully. Makes
a unique accent piece and adds intimate
elegance to any room that needs that
extra touch.

Floor lamps

Floor Lamp SLIM
Makes a unique accent piece and adds romantic elegance to any
room that needs that extra touch. Enjoy a relaxing evening and
light up the room quality accent pieces that are sure to leave a
lasting impression.
The large-scale tripod lamp includes a shade of steel with copper
leafs and casing to shield an E26 or E27 Bulb, while slim steel
legs with solid copper hold lamp up and display it beautifully.
The unmistakably modern duo of black and copper makes an
understated appearance in any interior.

SIZE / cm

W60×D60×H170

FEATURES

Material: solid wood, solid
copper, copper leaf, steel
Finish: danish oil, bees
wax

Weight:
11kg + plus packaging

The lamp comes with on/
off clicker and 250cm
wire(black)! Light bulb not
included.
Light bulb: E26 for North
America, E27 for Europe
Assembly: assembly
required

118-119

Floor lamps

SIZE / cm

W50×D50×H170
FEATURES

Material: solid oak,
solid brass, steel
Weight: 20kg +
plus packaging

The lamp comes
with on/off clicker
and 250cm
wire(black)! Light
bulb not included.

Light bulb: E26 for
North America, E27
for Europe

Assembly: assembly
required

120-121

Floor Lamp Oak
This eye-catching floor lamp will bring new
breeze to your modern decor. Each lamp is
handcrafted from quality materials to provide
the best lighting options to meet all your
needs. With powder-coated steel finish and
a solid brass and solid oak base, this lamp is
both stylish and trendy.

Floor lamps

Floor lamp Cube
This eye-catching floor lamp will add a shimmer of brilliance to any
living space.
Combining a classic matte black finish and copper accents, you will
find no better way to highlight the charm of your home. Featuring
metal steel shade with copper leafs, solid wood and solid copper,
this fixture will tastefully indulge your extravagant side. Each lamp
is handcrafted from quality materials to provide the best lighting
options to meet all your needs.

SIZE / cm

W50×D50×H170

FEATURES

Material: solid wood, solid
copper, copper leaf, steel
Finish: stained and
varnished

Weight:
12kg + plus packaging

The lamp comes with on/
off clicker and 250cm
wire(black)! Light bulb not
included
Light bulb: E26 for North
America, E27 for Europe
Assembly: assembly
required

122-123

SA M PLE S &
FI N I SH E S

124-125

Samples &
Finishes METALS&FINISHES

EPOXY RESIN FINISH
LACQUER COLORS

Copper

Brass

Bronze

vertical
brushed

Crosswise
brushed

leaf
brushed

orbi

polished

special
brushed

vertical
brushed

Crosswise
brushed

leaf
brushed

orbi

polished

special
brushed

vertical
brushed

Crosswise
brushed

green
patina

Any RAL code color

green
patina

Stainless
steel

SOLID WOOD

VENEERS

Oak

Ash

Walnut

Oak
veneer

Ash
veneer

Walnut
veneer

126-127

